FX Weekly Report
22nd Feb – 26th Feb

Dollar Index

Time Frame: Daily & 4-hour

Dollar Index in the previous week, ended higher by 0.65%, it made a high of 90.97 and
low of 89.68. The weekly charts indicate that the U.S. Dollar Index ended in a long a
bullish candlestick formation, suggesting strong buying; RSI has risen sharply
supporting the above observation. On the daily chart it has closed above the 20-day
SMA, momentum indicators have also turned up supporting the above observation
and advocating for a further rise in the coming sessions. In the medium term the index
could rise towards at 91.10 from 91.30 while support is seen around 90.50 and 90.00.

Dollar index
Closing price
Prev. week close
Weekly change (%)
RSI (Daily)
20-day SMA
50-day SMA
100-day SMA

90.93
90.34
0.65%
55.56
90.62
90.39
91.33

Pivot Table
R3
R2
R1
Pivot point
S1
S2
S3
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92.66
91.82
91.37
90.53
90.08
89.24
88.79
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EURUSD

Time Frame: Daily & 4-hour

EURUSD in the preceding week ended lower by 0.36%, it made a high of 1.2243 and
low of 1.2062. EUR/USD rose to 1.2240 last week but reversed from there. The
development suggests that rebound from 1.1950 has completed as the second leg of
the corrective pattern from 1.2350. Initial bias remains on the on the downside this
week. Break of 1.2020 support should confirm the start of the third leg, towards 100%
projection of 1.2350 to 1.1950 from 1.2240 at 1.1850. On the upside, above 1.2142
minor resistance will turn bias neutral first.

EURUSD
Closing price
Prev. week close
Weekly change (%)
RSI (Daily)
20-day SMA
50-day SMA
100-day SMA

1.2075
1.2119
-0.36%
44.79
1.2095
1.2146
1.2029

Pivot Table
R3
R2
R1
Pivot point
S1
S2
S3
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1.2372
1.2308
1.2191
1.2127
1.2010
1.1946
1.1829
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GBPUSD

Time Frame: Daily & 4-hour

GBPUSD in the prior week ended lower by 0.59%, it made a high of 1.4241 and low of
1.3887. GBP/USD rose further to as high as 1.4242 last week but retreated since then.
Initial bias stays neutral this week for more consolidations first. Further rally is
expected as long as 1.3830 support holds. Break of 1.4242 will extend the uptrend
from 1.1410 to 1.4375 long term resistance and then 100% projection of 1.1410 to
1.3480 from 1.2670 at 1.4750. However, firm break of 1.3830 will bring deeper
correction to 1.2670 support zone.

GBPUSD
Closing price
Prev. week close
Weekly change (%)
RSI (Daily)
20-day SMA
50-day SMA
100-day SMA

1.3933
1.4016
-0.59%
57.24
1.3883
1.3722
1.3467

Pivot Table
R3
R2
R1
Pivot point
S1
S2
S3
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1.4500
1.4368
1.4151
1.4019
1.3802
1.3670
1.3453
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USDJPY

Time Frame: Daily & 4-hour

USDJPY ended the preceding week higher by 1.06%, it made a high of 106.69 and low
of 104.92. USD/JPY’s rise form 102.60 resumed last week by breaking through 106.20.
Initial bias stays on the upside this week for 61.8% retracement of 111.70 to 102.60 at
108.20. Sustained break there will raise the chance of larger bullish reversal, and target
111.70 resistance. On the downside, below 105.85 minor support will turn intraday
bias neutral first.

USDJPY
Closing price
Prev. week close
Weekly change (%)
RSI (Daily)
20-day SMA
50-day SMA
100-day SMA

106.57
105.45
1.06%
68.76
105.45
104.40
104.41

Pivot Table
R3
R2
R1
Pivot point
S1
S2
S3
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108.97
107.83
107.20
106.06
105.43
104.29
103.66
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USDCAD

Time Frame: Daily & 4-hour

USDCAD ended the preceding week higher by 0.98%, it made a high of 1.2747 and low
of 1.2467. USD/CAD dropped further to 1.2466 last week but formed a short term
bottom there and rebounded. Further rise could be seen this week. But overall outlook
will remain bearish as long as 1.2880 resistance holds. Below 1.2586 will turn bias to
the downside and bring retest of 1.2466 low first. However, sustained break of 1.2880
will argue that fall from 1.3389 has completed and bring stronger rise to 1.2994
support turned resistance.

USDCAD
Closing price
Prev. week close
Weekly change (%)
RSI (Daily)
20-day SMA
50-day SMA
100-day SMA

1.2738
1.2615
0.98%
52.46
1.2689
1.2728
1.2877

Pivot Table
R3
R2
R1
Pivot point
S1
S2
S3
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1.3116
1.2933
1.2835
1.2652
1.2554
1.2371
1.2273
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AUDUSD

Time Frame: Daily & 4-hour

Australian Dollar in the preceding week ended lower by 2.07%, it made a high of
0.8007 and low of 0.7692. AUD/USD edged higher to 0.8000 last week but dropped
sharply from there. With a short term top in place, initial bias is mildly on the downside
this week for deeper pull back. But outlook will remain bullish as long as 0.7560
support holds. On the upside, above 0.7845 minor resistance will turn bias to the
upside for retesting 0.8000. Break till extend larger up trend from 0.5505. However,
decisive break of 0.7565 will bring deeper correction.

AUDUSD
Closing price
Prev. week close
Weekly change (%)
RSI (Daily)
20-day SMA
50-day SMA
100-day SMA

0.7706
0.7869
-2.07%
47.34
0.7761
0.7718
0.7507

Pivot Table
R3
R2
R1
Pivot point
S1
S2
S3
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0.8225
0.8116
0.7911
0.7802
0.7597
0.7488
0.7283
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NZDUSD

Time Frame: Daily & 4-hour

The NZDUSD ended the previous week lower by 0.90%, it made a high of 0.7464 and
low of 0.7222. The pair has declined sharply on Friday owing to the dollar strength and
closed below the 20-day SMA. The current correction seems to be an organic
correction and is likely to find buyers on this dip, further it currently stands at the
multiple support zones supporting the above observation. In the near term we can
expect the pair to rise towards 0.7290 and 0.7350 while support could be seen around
0.7200 and 0.7160.

NZDUSD
Closing price
Prev. week close
Weekly change (%)
RSI (Daily)
20-day SMA
50-day SMA
100-day SMA

0.7233
0.7299
-0.90%
51.42
0.7251
0.7205
0.7037

Pivot Table
R3
R2
R1
Pivot point
S1
S2
S3
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0.7633
0.7549
0.7391
0.7307
0.7149
0.7065
0.6907
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USDCNY

Time Frame: Daily & 4-hour

USDCNY ended the previous week higher by 0.33%, it made a high of 6.4816 and low
of 6.4451. Yuan has been trading the 6.50-6.40 range since the past few days
suggesting the trend to be sideways in the near term. Flat slope of the RSI supports the
above observation and suggests that the sideways trend for the currency could
continue in the near term. We may expect the pair to face resistance at 6.48 and 6.50,
while support is seen at 6.44 and 6.42.

USDCNY
Closing price
Prev. week close
Weekly change (%)
RSI (Daily)
20-day SMA
50-day SMA
100-day SMA

6.4789
6.4577
0.33%
48.33
6.4613
6.4862
6.5639

Pivot Table
R3
R2
R1
Pivot point
S1
S2
S3
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6.5293
6.5061
6.4925
6.4693
6.4557
6.4325
6.4189
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Major events that lead to price movement in the previous week
ECB President Lagarde Speaks
ECB President shows concerns on climate change and planning to scale up green investment which
would create 1.1 mn jobs across Europe by 2030. ECB President Lagarde said that the ECB would be
monitoring nominal bond yields closely. This sounds a lot like “monitoring foreign exchange moves
closely” and is probably about as effective in influencing market prices. Next Generation EU (NGEU)
recovery package is expected to provide 1% of GDP in grants and loans per year over the next three
years, while committing 37% of funds to green investment, and 20% to digital.
New Zealand Retail Sales m/m
Retail sales in the New Zealand decreased by 2.7% versus the expectation of decrease of 0.5%, as
consumers spending on hardware, building and garden increased by 16% and electrical and
electronic goods increased by 19%, whereas the total retail sales rose to 4.9% y/y.
U.K Employment change
U.K unemployment rate stood at 5.1%, versus the anticipation of 5.1%, which was an increase of
0.1% since the last month. The number of people claiming unemployment-related benefits during
the previous month has decreased by 20k since the previous month, against the expectation of
increase of 13.8k following a small increase in the previous two months.
Fed chairman Powell speaks
Fed chairman Powell says that as the economy is recovering from COVID-19 rising inflation won’t be
a problem as they have been successful in keeping the inflation rate below 2% since 25 years. He
further said that more stimulus measures will be required in near future in order to overcome the
pandemic. The household sector has more or less recovered fully and unemployment rate elevated
at 6.3% in the month of January He said in his tweet that, “We'll be purchasing assets at the current
pace until we see substantial progress towards our goals, that's actual progress not forecast
progress”.
BOC Gov Macklem Speaks
BOC Bank of Canada) Gov Macklem says that all Canadians are affected by COVID-19 but service
industries where physical distance is hardest such as arts, entertainment, accommodation, service,
recreation, and food is badly affected and people of those income groups are low income earners.
Although economy is recovering of pandemic but some business and jobs will not return post
pandemic because of digitalization and new technology. BOC Gov Macklem says the he is working
for a complete recovery where people of working women and men of all age group get benefited.
RBNZ Monetary Policy Statement
RBNZ (Reserve Bank of New Zealand) kept Official Cash Rate Unchanged At 0.25% As Expected to
achieve employment and inflation objective. The committee decided to keep the Large Scale Asset
Purchase (LSAP) Programme of up to $100 billion and the Funding for Lending Programme (FLP)
operation unchanged. RBNZ is not planning to change the policy any time soon and committee has
agreed to give provide additional monetary stimulus if needed.
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U.S Prelim GDP q/q
Preliminary GDP of U.S stood at 4.1% versus the anticipation of 4.2%, an increase of 0.1% since last
quarter, whereas Real GDP decreased by 3.5% in the year 2020. Major factors which led to the
increase are export of industrial supplies and materials, increase in non-residential fixed investment
reflected increases in all components, mainly transportation equipment and increase in PCE
(Personal consumption expenditure).
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